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We carry a wide variety of publications on the Himalaya, including large selections on Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Sikkim.

We also carry guide books and maps in addition to our regular selections on anthropology, commerce, management, economics, history, culture, language, folklore and politics.

Through the Bibliotheca Himalayica, you have access to current and classical works on natural history and civilization of Central Asia and the Himalaya.
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RATNA PUBLICATIONS

★ People of Nepal ...............................................................Dor Bahadur Bista
★ The Thakalis of North Western Nepal ...............................Susanne Von der Heide
★ Bikas-Binash / Development-Destruction.........................Tutiri, L and Dixit, K (Editors)
★ Ancient and Medieval Nepal .........................................Rishikesh Shah
★ Deities and Divinities of Tibet .........................................K.S. Tenzin/G. Obshey
★ Kings, Soldiers and Priests; Nepalese Politics
and the Rise of Jung Bahadur Rana 1830-1857 ...................John Whelpton
★ Modern Nepal: A Political History (1769-1955) ..................Rishikesh Shah
★ Nepal .................................................................Perceval Landon
★ The Rise of The House of Gorkha .................................Ludwig F. Stiller S.J.
★ A Short History of Nepal ................................................Netra B. Thapa
★ Introduction To Nepali ..................................................T.W. Clark
★ Nepali A National Language and Its Literature .................M.J. Hutt
★ Tibetan-English Dictionary ............................................Sarat Chandra Das
★ Society and State Building in Nepal ..............................R.S. Chauhan
★ Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet ...............................Sarat Chandra Das
★ Western Himalayas and Tibet .........................................Thomas Thomson
★ The Abode of Snow .....................................................Andrew Wilson
★ China Illustrata ............................................................Athanasius Kircher
★ Round Kangchenjunga ..................................................Douglas Freshfield
★ Land Tenure and Taxation in Nepal .................................Mahesh chandra Regmi
★ Newari Root Verbs .......................................................Iswaranand Shresthacharya
★ Dictionary of the Lepcha Language .................................G.B. Mainwarsng/A. Grunwedel
★ Life of Maharaja Sir Jung Bahadur of Nepal .........................Pudma J.B. Rana
★ A Vocabulary of The Limbu Language
of Eastern Nepal ..........................................................W.H.R. Senior
★ Modern Spoken Tibetan: Lhasa Dialect .........................Melvyn C Goldstein and
Ngawang Norwang
★ Contributions on The Religion and History of Tibet ............Sarat Chandra Das
★ Essays on The Ethnology of Nepal and
South-Asia Vol. I ..........................................................Alexander W Macnald
★ Essays on The Ethnology of Nepal and
South-Asia Vol. II ..........................................................Alexander W Macnald
★ Saints and Householder ...............................................Gabriel Campbell
★ The Traditional Architecture of the Kathmandu Valley .....Wolfgang Korn
★ Buddhist Monasteries in Western Himalaya ......................Romi Khosla
★ The Kulunge Rai ..........................................................Charles McDougall
★ Timglachtar .................................................................Peter H. Prindle